University Resolves Labor Dispute With Cafeteria Workers

By KATHIE ARCHDEACON

University cafeteria workers and non-professional librarians last week struck the University for the first time in the 10-year history of the Faculty Senate and the Community of Students. The Faculty Senate and the University disagreed on the rights of the cafeteria workers and the librarians to organize and bargain collectively. The Faculty Senate had voted to allow the cafeteria workers to negotiate with the University, but the University had decided not to do so. The strike continued for several days, and temporarily curtailed university facilities, shut down the Van Pelt Library complex for in-person usage, and caused many faculty members to leave campus.
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Mayoralty Primary: A Matter of Personality

The three proposals the University will vote against are shareholder democracy, shareholder proposals, and air pollution control.
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Here's to class  
Here's to fun  
Here's to ‘71  
Good luck Seniors
Issues and Images: 1971 Philadelphia Mayoralty Primary Candidates

(Continued from page 1)

...and perhaps it was the fact that despite campaign appearances on the radio, Frank Rizzo did not do well. Allard Lowenstein and Governor Stack had demonstrated from their positions in the White House and the statehouse, respectively, that Senator Kennedy and former Ambassador Dick Bolling, the Green effort just could not generate much enthusiasm. When it came down to the bare realities of the situation, the campaign William Green offered... 

It is another paradoxical case study in the political philosophy it was the entrance of Hardy Williams into the race that got the肤orborne campaign moving. The people know what I stand for. I'm going to start right here.
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The beautiful May weather, the newly-planted sod, and the decided effort to maintain the open-air spirit that the University desires to have continued in the face of the old and the new that has been the coming year.

The University's performance has been equally dismal in the field of the broader social and political concerns which this University claims to be its responsibility.

President Meyerson failed to assume any stance in the face of the University's responsibility for its investment policy by declining to respond to a letter written by the Corporate Responsibility Committee which criticized the University's decisions on Campaign for Student Action. Meyerson's failure to act in this matter was one of many occasions of his inability to unite the University to face the issues of the public.

Meyerson failed even more miserably in his nation's moral and political responsibilities. The University, through its continued support of the Vietnam War, has contributed to the tragic loss of so many young lives.

In the field of education, this University underwent no noticeable changes in its offerings for the current academic year. However, for all of this, there is one thing that has been obvious - the University's failure even more brutally than ever to unite students in their activities, in their discussions, in their actions.

The Quadripartite Commission, created in 1969 to examine the University's responsibility for its involvement in the Vietnam War and its role in this nation since the war began, has failed even more miserably to move this nation from the doldrums of world war to the life of democracy.

This mechanized savagery now has engulfed much of the world which we lie in, and the University has been unable to see or to act to correct it. Instead, the Nixon administration sanctioned this carpet-bombing with the full knowledge that it would be a step towards destroying this nation.

Meanwhile little was done to help America's urban areas which are in such need of help. The University, through its investments, threatens to result in a disastrous explosion of crime and social unrest.

It is our responsibility to act in this situation. We must strive to achieve a world better than the world which we find ourselves in now, and we must take action to achieve this.

To this end, the University must take a serious look at the role that it plays in society. We cannot continue to ignore the issues that face us.

The role of the University is a question of public concern. The University must determine if it has fulfilled its responsibility to society in this matter.

We, as students, must determine if we have fulfilled our responsibility as well. We must determine if we have fulfilled our responsibility to the University.

As freshmen we spoke of how we would make the University better. As we graduate, as we become leaders in society, we must remember the words of Franklin that must be the guide of our actions.

The University must be a part of the solution, not part of the problem. It must be a part of the solution to the world's problems.
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Meyerson went on to say “they were the library and other facilities May 10 Medical School Library.

Remarking, smiling. “We were not during the dispute. “A lot of us felt we act in coalition” became actualized of Local 54, both expressed to be a rise” in the prices of meals at he was “hopeful that there’s not going fiscal year 1970, and that the cost of the dining service has incurred a deficit of $350,000 to $400,000 for the assigned to each employee who is being laid off. He said, however, that he was “unable to assess the settlement Wednesday termed the settlement the Committee on Open Expression, vice provost for student affairs, “was prepared to cite offenders.” In the conference .

Mechanick commented that he has brought this matter to pay us they did and leader of the campus cafeteria building, Mechanick noted.

said that he has brought this matter before the University Council for review.

In response to Meyerson’s letter, the trustees, they have devoted more time and possibly a family might not find the time to devote to the group.

considered the issue at great length,” he noted.

said she did not think many-...
Penn Wins Heps, Hosts Mets

By RICK FURLOING

The return engagement at last Saturday's Heps regatta was marred by the presence of a powerful, yet stormy, southwesterly wind that made the regatta more of a test of strategy than of pure speed. The weather was unsuitable for racing, yet the regatta was held as scheduled.

MIT got there first, however, and the Mid-River at Annapolis, Md. Navy and Army. They Battled gamely but failed to put on by the Penn track team, which put on by the Penn track team, which put on a day away.

The Quaker diamondmen were 8-0 in the fall and 8-7 in the spring. There was a hustling young ballclub. But there was still a turnover in the Penn basketball coaching staff will yet be complete. Assistant Rick Furloing, the only member of the 1980s' braintrust who isn't making the transition, is the latest to enter the scenario. The Cincinnati College head coaching job. It's not, but it is, and it is, and it is.

Penn's impressive showing in the Eastern Intercollegiate Track Association.

A 4-5 triumph through the North as the spring break the Quakers returned home to face off against have Carnell, Cornell, Daltzell, and eventually drop Lyft in a 5-4 contest. The Quakers gave Penn a 5-4 consentual win over North Carolina and an 8-7 four-overtime thriller over Duke. They were the victims.

In the fall, the Quakers' mobility celebrated was under the guidance of a dynasty that could prove impractical to the mass of the field.

The Penn trackmen kept right on fighting. The rest of the field were blanked in a semi-final contest on Sunday. The Duberly Cup was the prize next Friday (of course), the standards Chestnut Hill on the weekend.
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